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This work is motivated by the study of the heat equations with tem- 
perature controIs through the interior or the boundary of the domain. For 
instance, we consider the following type of parabolic variational probiems 
with obstacles: Find a function u = U(X, r) on [0, 11 x [0, ,w) satisfying 
u E C( [0, co); L’(0, 1)) n W’,2(0, T, L’(O, 1)) for every T> 0, 
u(-, 0) = Zfg, 
zf(., t) E K(t) E (z E W’~2(0, 1); 0 <z < g(., I) on CO, l] > for all f 2 0, 
(VI j J (u,(x, t)-f(~, ~))(u(x, t)-Z(x)) dx 
1 0 
I 
+r u,(x, t)(u,(x, t) - z,(x)) d-x < 0 0 
for all z E K(t) and a.e. t 3 0, 
where u. is a function on [O, l] and g, f are functions on [0, l] x [0, m). 
This kind of variational problems has been discussed by many authors (for 
instance, see [3, 111) from the viewpoint of the theory of nonlinear 
evolution equations governed by time-dependent subdifferential operators 
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in Hilbert spaces; in fact, problem (V) is written as a Cauchy problem in 
the space H = L2(0, 1) of the form 
(CP; %) -u’(t) E &f(4t)), O<t<~m, u(O)=u,, 
where 4’: H + (- co, a], & cr,, is a 1.s.c. (lower semi-continuous j convex 
function given by 
=a otherwise, 
for each t 2 0, and 84’ denotes its subdifferential. Our interest in problem 
(V) is the asymptotic behavior of solutions. 
In [ 1, 21, Ball and Peletier dealt with the heat equation u, = II,, with a 
class of nonlinear boundary conditions, and discussed the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions. Their approach is based upon the general results 
which have been developed in the theory of dynamical systems and of com- 
pact or uniform processes. For example, see Dafermos [6,7] and 
Slemrod [14]. In problem (V), the solution u is, however, constrained by 
the moving convex sets K(t), say u(., t) E K(t) holds for all t > 0, and this 
restraint does not easily allow us the direct use of general results in the 
theory of compact or uniform processes. Indeed, it seems to be difficult to 
verify that problem (V) generates a process in some of classes which have 
been treated so far. It would, of course, be very interesting and important 
to be able to make it possible to use the theory of processes extensively in 
order to investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions to problem (V) 
and more generally to problems having the same kind of time-dependence. 
But we intend to discuss this question elsewhere. 
In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions to Cauchy 
problems of the form (CP; uO) formulated in abstract Hilbert spaces. In the 
case when 4’ is independent of t, namely 4’ = 4 for t 2 0, the asymptotic 
behavior of the solution 24 to 
-u’(t) E (v(4t)), O<t<q u(O)=u,, 
was investigated in detail, for example, in BrCzis [4], Bruck [S], Dafermos 
and Slemrod [S] and Pazy [13]. But, in the time-dependent case, par- - - 
titularly in such a case as D(&“) # D(d’) (s # t), which happens in problem 
(V), we have not noted any general results on the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions. Under some assumptions imposed on the family {&; 0 < t < cc } 
and the limit 4” of d’ as t i cc in a sense, we shall show that the solution 
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u(t) of (CP; ZQ,) converges to an equilibrium point U, as t -+ or, in the sense 
that 
(a) lim,_, m $‘(u(t)) exists and equals min 4” (the minimum of 4”) 
and 
(b) ~(t)--+wx weakly (or strongly) in H as t + GS and #” attains 
min #” at u, (i.e., OE&I~~(U,)). 
No tations. In general, for a (real) Banach space X, we denote the norm 
by I.IX. Throughout this paper, let H be a Hilbert space with inner product 
(., .)H. For a proper 1.s.c. convex function 4 on H, Dfdj is the effective 
domain of 4, &j is the subdifferential operator of 4 and II is the 
domain of 84. We refer to the book of Brtzis [4] for their definitions and 
general properties. 
1. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Let (4’> = {&; 0 < t < cz > be a family of proper 1,s.~. convex functions 4’ 
on H, and consider the Cauchy problem 
(CP; 210) -u’(t)EdqY(u(t)), O<t<‘zo, u(O)=u,, 
where u0 is given in D(4’) and the unknown u is an H-valued function on 
[0, XI)); u’(t) ( = (d/dt) u(t)) denotes the strong derivative of u(t) in H. By a 
solution of (CP; uo) we mean a function 24: [0, m) -+ H such that 
(i) u E W13’(0, T; H) for every 0 < T< XI and 24(O) = uo, 
(ii) the function t + @(u(t)) is locally bounded on [0, co), and 
(iii) -u’(t)Edf$‘(u(t)) for a.e. t>O. 
We consider the following assumptions (A) and (B) on (4’). 
(A) For each r 2 0 there are absolutely continuous real-valued 
functions a,., b, on [0, co) such that 
(al) aieL’(O, co) and bieL’(O, co), and 
(a2) for each s, tE [0, co) with S< t and each ZED(@) with /zIH < r 
there exists 1; ED(&) satisfying 
IZ-zlHd la,(t)--a,(s)l(l + i@(z)11,‘2) 
and 
0) -f(z) G lb,(t) - br(s)l(l+ I4’(~)I ). 
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(B) 4’ converges to a proper 1.s.c. convex function 4” on Has t + co in 
the sense of Mosco [12], that is, the conditions (bl) and (b2) below hold: 
(bl) if ~1: [0, co)+ H and w(t) +z weakly in Has t + co, then 
lim inf #(w(t)) > d”(z); 
f--tee 
(b2) for each z E D(d”) there is a function w: [0, m) -+ H such that 
w(t) + z strongly in H and @(w(t)) + d”(z) as t + co. 
According to the results in [ll, Chap. 11, under condition (A), (CP; uO) 
admits a unique solution u for each 21~ E D(4’), and we then define two sets 
Qho) and Q,.bo) by 
Q,(u,)= {ZE H;u(t,) + z strongly in H for some sequence {tn} with 
t,-m) 
and 
Qw(uO)={~~H;u(t,)+z weakly in H for some sequence {tll} with 
t, + a}. 
Also, we set 
F(d”)= (z~H;d”(z)=rninfj”} (=(zEH;OEdqP(z)}). 
With these notations, the first main result is stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (A) and (B) hofd. Let u0 ED($‘) and u be the 
solution to (CP; u,), and suppose u is bounded on [0, co ). Then we have: 
(i) lim I+ ~ qY(u(t)) = min 4”. 
(ii) Q,+,(u,) # (zl and QJu,) = F(4”). 
COROLLARY 1. In addition to all the assumptions of Theorem 1, suppose 
that F(q5”) is singleton, say F(4”) = {ui4 >. Then u(t) + u, weak/y in H as 
t+a.l. 
COROLLARY 2. In addition to all the assumptions of Theorem 1, suppose 
the following condition (C) holds: 
(C) There is a family (S, > = {S, ; 0 -G I’ < m > of compact subsets of H 
such that {zEH; IzlH<r, I&(z)\ <r}cS,for all t>O andr>O. 
Then we have Q2,(uo) # @ and Q,(u,) c F(d”). 
The above two corollaries follow immediately from Theorem 1. 
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Next, in order to show that the solution u(t) of (CP; u,,) converges 
weakly in W as t--f co, we propose the following condition (B)‘, which is 
stronger than (B). 
(B)’ 4’ converges to 4” on H as I+ ,xj in the sense that (bl) of (Bj 
and (b2)’ below hold: 
(b2)’ For each ZE D(b”) there exist MI: [0, 8x j -+ H, c(: [0, a) -+ R 
and p: [0, a)--+R such that cc~L~(0, co), fi~L’(0, rljj, 
and 
IW(t)-ZIH<il(f), 9Wr)) - d”(z) d B(t) for all t 3 0. 
The second main result is then stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (A) and (B)’ hold, and suppose that for each I’ 3 0 
there is a non-negative function qr in L’(0, x)) such that 
d’(z) + rf,(t)(l + i&(z)l) > inf(d”(hj; h E H} 
forallz~Hwith /~I~<randa.e. t>O. (1.1) 
Then the foli’owing statements are equivalent: 
(a) For every ~4~ E D(Q”) the solution u(t) of (CP; uo) converges weakl~~ 
in Has t+ rd. 
(b) F(d”j f: @a. 
(c) For euery uoeD(do) the solution u of (CP; uo) is bounded on 
co, a). 
In Theorem 2 the assertion (c) + (b) is a consequence of Theorem 1 and 
(a) --+ (c) is trivial. Therefore we shall give the proofs of assertions (b) -+ (c) 
and (c) -+ (a). 
Remark 1. Let u and u be respectively the solutions to (CP; uo) and 
(CP; uo) with ~4~, v. in D(d’). Then we have (cf. [ll, Chap. 1, Sect. 1.21) 
I4t)-4t)lJf< lu(s)-4s)lf4 for all S, t E [0, E. j  with s < t. 
Taking this fact into account, we can replace (cj of Theorem 2 by the 
following (c)‘: 
(c)’ There is at least one element u. in D(d”) such that the solution u 
to (CP; uo) is bounded on [0, ‘x). 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this section we fix z+, in D(d’) and let u be the solution to 
(W uo). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose (A) holds with the following condition (D): 
(D) There is a constant co>0 such that 
~‘(z)+cO(IzIH+l)>O for allzEH and t30. 
Further suppose u is bounded on [0, ‘CC)). Then we have: 
(i) lim,, o. qY(u( t)) exists and is finite. 
(ii) u’~L’(0, oo; H). 
We now recall (see [ 11, Chap. 11) the following type of energy inequality 
for the solution U, which plays an important role in our argument and 
holdsunder (A)and(D):if lu(t)l,<rforO<t<T(<cxj), then 
for every 0 6 s 6 t < T, where 
k,,(r) = 4 laX~)l’+ lbl(t)l and k,2W=k,1(d{l+4co(~+ I)> 
with functions a,, 6, in (A); note that k,j~L’(O, co), i= 1, 2. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose lu( t)l H < r for all t > 0. Then it follows 
from (2.1) that 
d’(u(t)) d 474s)) + jr Pr,,(4 d’(u(r)) + k&)) dz 3 
for every 0 < s d t < co. Therefore, by Gronwall’s inequality, 
d’(W) d 4”Ms)) exp (jr kl(4 dT> 
3 
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for every 0~s~ t < co. Taking s=O in (2.2), we obtain 
d’(u(tj)G (14”(uo)l + I~,zlr~~o,,~)exp Ikr,llrl,o.,i=M< a 
for every t 2 0. From this inequality with (D) we infer that 
ldWt))l ejW)j+2~,(r+ l)dM+2~,(r+ i)=kf, 
for every t 20. Thus t + &u(t)) is bounded on [0, ‘x’). Next, from (2.1 j 
again it follows that 
for every t > 0, which implies U’ E L2(0, c;o; H). Putting for each t 3 0 
we see from (2.1) that J(t) is non-increasing in t, so that lim, _ a J(t) exists 
and is finite. Therefore, so is lim, _ r 4’(u( t)). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1. Conditions (A) and (B) imply (Dj. 
Prooj As is already known (cf. [Ill, Chap. 1, Sect. 1.51) under (A) 
there is a constant cT. for each T>O such that 
qqzj+c.(IzlH+1~~0 for all zEHand O<t<T. 
Also, according to a result of Fujiyama and Watanabe [9], under (B) there 
are constants Ta 0 and ck 3 0 satisfying 
q?qz)+c>(IzI,y+ 1)30 for all z E H and f > T. 
From these inequalities condition (D) is derived. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We note that Proposition 1 is valid under our 
assumptions by Lemma 1; hence 
ngo- lim #‘(u(t)) 
I-22 
exists and is finite. We have G!,,(u,) # @ by the boundedness of u on 
[0, cm). Now, let z. be any point of B,,.(u,) and let (t,,) be the sequence 
such that t, r ccj and u(t,) -+ z. weakly in H. Then, by Proposition 1 and 
(bl) of (B), we have 
d”(z,) < lim inf d”(U(fn)) = rno < xc, (2.3) n+cc 
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and hence Z~E D(q5”). Next, choose a sequence {s,) with s,t co such that 
-u’(s,) E &~Yn(u(s,)) and u’(s,) + 0 strongly in H. Let z be any point of 
D(d”), and by (b2) of (B) take a sequence {z,} c H such that z,,-+z 
strongly in H and &“(z,) + d”(z). Th en, by the definition of subdifferen- 
tial, we see that 
(-u’(s,), z, - zf(s,))H < fp(z,, - p(zf(s,)). 
Passing to the limit in n yields 
In particular, if I = zo, then (2.4) implies m, 6 4”(z,). From this with (2.3) 
and (2.4) we infer that d5(zo) = min 4”. Thus the theorem is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We give only the proofs of (c) + (a) and (b) + (c). 
Proof of (c)-+(a). Let zzo be any element of D(q5’) and suppose the 
solution u to (CP; uo) is bounded on [0, m). Then, according to 
Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, we have U’ E L’(0, cr; H), Gz..(zzo) # a, 
GJzf,) c F(#“) and lim,, ~ @(u(t)) = min 4”. In order to show the weak 
convergence of u(t) in H as t -+ co it suffices to prove that sZ,,(u,) is a 
singleton. Now, let U, and fi, be in sZ,,(u,). Correspondingly to the 
element U, , by using (b2)’ and (B)’ we find w: [0, co) -+ H, a E L’(O, m), 
and p E L’(0, co) such that 
I4t)-%Glff=s4f), $‘(w( t)) - min 4”’ < b(t) for t>,O. (3.1) 
We then observe that 
=(-u’(t), z4, -z4(t))H 
=(-U’(t),lY(t)-u(t))‘y+(-z4’(t),z4,-H~(t))fg 
d d’(df)) - @(u(t)) + lu’(t)l!f Idt) - UrnI H 
= d’( M( t)) - min 4” + min 4” -4Ydt)) + b’(t)lff I’t’(f)--u,l, 
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for a.e. t>O. Here, using (3.1) and (1.1) with r>sup(lu(t)l,;Odt<~cl), 
we obtain that 
for a.e. t > 0. Since p E Lr(O, CD), it follows that 
lu(l)-tr,l~~lu(s)--u,l~+2jip(r)dr for every 0 d s d t < Gc, 
s 
and hence I-lim,,, lu(f)--u,l2,exists. Similarly~~lim,,, l~(t)-C~l& 
exists. Therefore. 
l-7= lim { -2(u(t), 14, -fi,),+ /urn/;- l&l:) r+or, 
Since ~(t,~) + U, weakly in H for some sequence it,,> with t,, ‘T CC, we 
obtain that I-r= -/II, -ii,lL. Similarly T-E= -Iu, -15~1s. This 
implies /u,, - ii, 1 H = 0, i.e., 14, = ii,. Thus I,,, is a singleton. Q.E.D. 
Proqf of (b) -+ (cj. By assumption, F(d”) # Qr. Let I, E F(d”), and by 
using (b2)’ of (B)’ take functions MY [0, io) + H, c( E L’fO, TC’) and 
~EL’(O, m) such that 
a( tj + 0. P(t)-0 as t + X’ 
and 
IW,(fj--zIH<Cl(t), ~‘(~2.(tj)-min~” </3(t) for t 3 0. 
We fix a sequence { tn> with t,t co, and denote by u,, for each 1~ the 
solution to 
where zn = ir(t, j. We take a positive number L such that Iz,,I H d L and 
ld’“(s,)l d L for all II. Also, let y0 be a fixed positive number with 
r,>L+ /z,/~ and define for each n 
note that T, > t,. We want to show that T,, = CG for a certain n, which 
implies the boundedness of U, on [t,, CG). Now, for the contrary suppose 
that T,, < CC for all n. Then, putting 
r= /z-,Iff+r0+ 1 
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and noting that lu,(t)lH< lz,lH+r,,<r for all ~EJ,,- [r,, 7’,,], we obtain 
by (2.1) 
for every s, t E J, with s d t. 
Now, we show that there is a constant L, > 0 such that 
W(~,(~))l G L, for all t E J, and y1= 1, 2,..., (3.4) 
and 
I~:,lL~(J,;H)~-& for IZ = 1, 2,... . (3.5) 
Indeed, just as in the proof of Proposition 1, it follows from (3.3) that 
9’Mt) 6 whji + VG,~L~(~,~)) ev Ik,llL+O,mJ 
d (L+ Ik.21L~(0,m)bx~ Ik,h(o,x)=M 
for all t E J, and IZ = 1, 2,... . Hence, the inequality in condition (D) yields 
Id’(u,(t))l 6M-t2c,(r+ 1)-M, for all t E J,, and I? = 1, 2 ,..., 
and subsequently 
for all t E J,, and n = 1, 2 ,... . Accordingly, if we put 
L 1 = M, + M?‘, 
then (3.4) and (3.5) hold. 
Next, we show that there is a sequence (A,} of non-negative numbers 
such that A,, + 0 and 
I~,U’,,)-d,~4 for n = 1, 2,... . (3.6) 
In fact, just as (3.2) in the proof of (b) + (c), it holds that 
;; lu,(t)--z,lX~P(t)+sr(t)(l + Id’(%(t))l)+ I4z(~)lH~(t) 
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for a.e. t E J,, and n = 1,2 ,..., where q, is as in (1.1). Integrating this 
inequality over J,, and using (3.4) and (3.5), we see that 
for all n. Therefore we can take as A, the right-hand side of the above 
inequality. 
From (3.6) it follows that 
I%z(T,,)-~colH<f-o for large n, 
which contradicts the definition of Tn. Consequently, it holds that T,i = co 
for a certain 11, and hence U, is bounded on [t,, ,US ) for such an integer n. 
Combining this with the facts in Remark 1, we see immediately that any 
solution to (CP; uO) with u0 in D(&‘) is bounded on [0, ~1). Thus the proof 
of (b) + (c) is complete. Q.E.D. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give two applications. For simplicity we set 
H=L2(0, 1) and x= w1,2(o, l)(~c([O, 11)). 
Applicution 1. We first consider the problem (V) mentioned in the 
Introduction. Let g = g(x, t), f =f(x, t) be functions on [0, 1] x [0, a) 
such that g(., t) E X and f(., tj E H for every t > 0. and suppose the follow- 
ing conditions (i j-(iii j are satisfied: 
(i) c1 d g< c, on [0, I] x [0, m) for positive constant ci, cz. 
(ii) There are functions goE W’~‘(O, x~)n FV”(0, m) and 
g, E W’,l(O, co) such that 
I d-T t) - g(xt s)l 6 I go(t) -go( for all x E [0, 1 ] and s, t E [0, cc) j. 
and 
I g.k, t) - g,t, 41H d igl(tj - g,(s)1 for all S, t E [O, El). 
(iii) There is a function f. E W’,‘(O, cc ) such that 
v-t.9 t) -ft.? S)IHG I”&(~) -foO)l for all S, t E [0, cc ). 
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Under these conditions we easily see that 
A.7 t) -+ g; strongly in Xas t -+ X: 
and 
fi.2 t) -fx strongly in Has t -+ K 
for some g, E X and f, E H. We set 
K(t)= {zEX;O<Z<g(~, t) on [O, l]}, O<t<,x. 
and 
K, = (zEX;O<z<g, on [IO, I]]. 
Also, for each t 3 0 we define (b’: H -+ ( - xj, x ] by 
f(z) = 4 \z,i;- (fi., tj, Z)H if zeK(t), 
= 02 otherwise, 
and I#“: H-+(-K’, ‘x] by 
#x(z)=+ /~.Yl~-i.fK? Z)H if zEK,, 
z ,m otherwise. 
Evidently @‘, 0 6 t d “r, is proper 1.s.c. and convex on H, and ~(4’) = K(t) 
(O<t<a) and D(Q”)=K,. 
LEMMA 2. Let s, t E [0, m) and -7 E K(s). Theft the function 
qxj = gk t) - Z(X) 
g(Ju, s) 
belongs to K(t) and satisfies that 
I~-zl,6 l&l(t~-goisY (4.1) 
and 
IdW - w)l G c( I goid - g,bjl + I h(t) - g,(s)1 
f Ihit) -f&)l >U + i9”(dl)7 (4.2 j 
where C is a positive constant independent of s, t and ;. Hence (q5’1 sati$fies 
condition (A). 
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PI-OOJ: We easily see z” E K(t) and (4.1). Also, we observe that 
IWN2 - Mx)12 
= ~~(x)~+~(g‘(x,t)-g~~(x.r)~)~~-~i,(.~)~~ 2 
=(ipj- 1) lz.Jx,12+~~j2 ” 
x &ix, r)-g,(x,i)~~2 - 2 
+ 24x) z,(x) gix, t) 
g(x, s12 ( g,(x, f) - g,(s 3s) g!x3 t, g(x, s) > 
for a.e. x E [O, 11, so that by our conditions 
Iluw- l~x(x)121 ~W(lg,(t)- g,(s)l I&)12+ Ig.Jx, t)- g,(x,s)i2 
+ Ig,Jx, a2 Igo( g,w 
+ I g.xk t) - g&G s)l I=x(x)l 
+ I go(t)- g&)l I g.Ax: 311 Id~)i I 
for a.e. I E [0, 11, where M, is a positive constant independent of S, t and z. 
By integrating this over [IO, I] we get an inequality of the form 
I IZxlL- I~AXI ~~2(1&3(~)-&)l + Ig1(t)-g,(s)l)(1 + l4zNh 
(4.3) 
where M, is a positive constant independent of s, t and z. Besides, we have 
I UC.5 t), 3, - UC.3 s), Z)“l 
B IfC.3 t)lfI IT--zl,+ lf(., f)-j-t.3 S)IH kl,Y 
d M,(I go(t) - g&)l + Ifott) -f&)l), (4.4) 
where a constant M, > 0 is also independent of s, z and LI. From (4.3) and 
(4.4) we easily infer (4.2) with a suitable constant C> 0 independent of S, t 
and z. If we take a,(t) = go(t) and 
h(t)= C j-’ {I&WI + /g;(T)1 + Ifb(z)l> d-c, 
0 
then condition (A) holds. 
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LEMMA 3. (f} satisjks condition (B)‘. 
ProoJ: It is easy to verify (bl) of (B). Let z be any point in D(q5”), and 
set 
w(x, t) =- &? l) z(xj 
g,(x) 
for (x, t)E [0, l] x [0, co). 
Then w(., t) E K(t) and W(X, t) = g(x, t) W(X, s)/g(x, s) for any S, t >, 0. 
Hence by Lemma 2 we have 
M., t) - 4.3 s)lffd I &l(t) - &h)l 
and 
Id+4, N- dw., d)l d c{l go(l) - &)I + i g,(d - g,(il 
+ I.fo(tI -fob)1 >u + Id”O4., s))l). 
Now, letting s --+ XI yields that 
lw(., t)-zlH< Igo =a(t) 
and 
idY4, t)) - d”(z)1 G c(l go(t)1 + I g,(t)1 + MO I(1 + IP(Z = P(t) 
for all t 3 0. Clearly ~$1, CI and /I satisfy the desired properties in (b2)‘. 
QED. 
LEMMA 4. d’(Z) + c{ 1 go( + 1 g,(t)1 + Ifo(t)l}(l + l!f(Z)l) amin 4” 
for all t>,O andzEH. 
ProoJ: It is easy to see that 4” has min 4”. Now, let z E K(t) and put 
w(x, ,,=$+z(x), 06x< 1, s>o. 
Clearly w(., S) + z, strongly in X as s + cc for some z, E K, . From (4.2) 
or Lemma 2 it follows that 
W(M’(.? s)) - dYz)I 
G Cfl go(s) - go( + I g,(s) - g,(t)1 + If&) -fo(t)l >(I+ Id’(~)1 ), 
so that letting s -+ w  gives that 
I4Yzm~ -d’(z)l d C{ I go( + I g,(t)1 + Ifo(t)l I(1 + Id’Wl)~ 
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Thus 
9’(z) + C{l go(t) + k(f)1 + IfoWl >(I + l4Wl) 
2 qS”(z,) 3 min 4”. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let u0 be in K(0) (= D(c$“)) and u = 24(x, tj be the 
solution of problem (V). Then u(., t) converges strongly in X as t -+ ixj and 
the limit u, is a solution of the variational inequality 
0%2 wm~Kco, (~oo,x,~a.,x-~x)X~(f~~1(5-~)H for allzE K,. 
ProoJ As is seen from the definition of subdifferential @Y, problem (V) 
is equivalent to Cauchy problem (CP; uoj. In view of Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 ail 
the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. It is easy to see that 
F(d”) # 0. Hence the applications of Theorems 1 and 2 give 
4.3 tj+ u, weakly in H as t + 3~ (4.5) 
for some U, E F(d”) and 
Q’(u(., t)) -+ $“(u,(u,)) = min 4” as t-+ co. (4.6) 
From (4.5) and (4.6) it immediately follows that u(., t) + U, weakly in X7 
and lu(-, tjlx -+ Iu, 1 x as t -+ co, which implies u(., t) + U, strongly in X as 
t -+ oo. Since the relation OE&$~(U,) is equivalent to (V),,, the proof of 
the proposition is thus complete. Q.E.D. 
Application 2. As another application we consider the heat equation 
with temperature controls through the boundary of the following type: 
U*--U,,=f on (0, 1)~ (0, a), (4.7) 
24(x, O)= U&Y) for O,<x< I, (4.8) 
go(t) 6 ~(0, t) <h,(t) for O<t<acl, 
ux(O+, t)d?io(go(t)) if 40, t) = go(t), 
do+ 3 t) = l’o(eA t)) if go(t) < 40, t) < h,(t), 
(4.9) 
do+, t) 21vo(ho(t)) if ~(0, t) = h,(t), 
[ g,(t) d 40, t) G Ill(f) for O<t<a, 
I 
-u,(l-, f)Gyl(gl(tjj if 41, t)=gl(fL 
-Q-, r)=yl(u(L t)) ifg,(t)<u(l, fj<hl(t), 
(4.10) 
\ -aAl-, t) 3 yl(h,(t)) if 41, t) = h,(f), 
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where u0 is a function on [0, 11, f on [0, l] x [0, co) and gi, Izi (i=O, 1) 
are absolutely continuous functions on [0, co); yi (i = 0, 1) are functions on 
R. We assume the following conditions (ik(iv) are fulfilled: 
(i) f(., t) E H for any t > 0 and there is f0 E W’~‘(O, co) such that 
IfC.9 t) -ft., SNH d vi(t) -f&)1 for all S, t E [0, co ). 
(ii) s:, hleLl(O, co)nL2(0, CD)), g,-g,,EL’(O, oc,)nL’(O, co) 
with gi,cx = lim, + oci gi(t)9 and hi-hi,m~L1(O, cc)nL*(O, co) with 
h,, = lim, _ ccI hi(t), i = 0, 1. 
(iii) gi < hi on [0, co) and gi,, <h,, , i= 0, 1. 
(iv) yi is continuous and non-decreasing on R, i = 0, 1. 
In order to reformulate the problem (4.7)-(4.10) as a Cauchy problem of 
the ,form (CP; uO) in H, we use proper 1.s.c. convex functions 4’ on H for 
0 < t < co which are given by 
4%) = 1 ML - (ft.2 t), Z)H + ~o(z(O)) + T,(z(l)) if zEK(t), 
=CE otherwise, 
where ri is the primitive of yi satisfying ri(0) = 0 (i = 0, 1) and 
K(t)= {ZEX go(t)dz(0)6h,(t), &0)641)6h1(0~. 
Also, we define a proper 1.s.c. convex function 4” on H by 
P(4=4 ML- u-m, z)H+~o(~(o))+~1(‘0(1)) if ZE&, 
=02 otherwise, 
where f, is the strong limit of f(., t) in H as t + co and 
LEMMA 5. Let z*,z E H. Then the relation z* E abrtz) is equivalent to the 
following system: 
z*= -z xx-ft.7 t) on (0, 1) (in the distribution sense), (4.11) 
( go(t) G 40) d ho(t), 
if z(O) = go(t), 
if- go(t) < 40) <ho(t), 
(4.12) 
\ z,(O+) 3 yo(ho(r)) if 40) = ho(t), 
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I 
-z,(1-)<?‘1(g1(t)) if 41 =g1(th 
-z,(l-)=Y1(41)) if sdt)<z(1)<h(t), (4.13) 
-z,(l-)>y,(h,(t) if z(l)=h,(t). 
Proc$ First assume z* E adr(z). Then by the definition of &j’ we have 
g,(t)Qz(i)<h,(t) (i=O, 1) and 
tz*, J’- Z)H G d’(Y) -f(z) for all 2~ E K( t j. 
Now, taking as y the function rp + (1 - T)Z with p c K(t) and 0 < r < 1, and 
letting r 10, we obtain 
(z*, P - & < b,, P, - & - UT, 0, P - ziH 
+Y~(z(o))(P(o~-~(o~)+~‘l(=(~))~P(~~-~(~~). (4.14) 
If p has the form +q +z with ~EC@(O, l), then (4.14) implies 
IL llz*, dH G +k ~~hf (fh a b. 
Therefore (z*, q)x = (zx, ?I,)~- (f(., t), y~)~, which shows (4.11). By using 
integration by parts in (4.14 j and noting (4.11) we get 
06 {?/o(z(O)) -z,(O+ ))(p(Of-Z(0)) 
+ (Y,(z(l-)+,-,(l-j)(p(l)-zr1)). (4.15) 
In the case where z(0) = go(t), choose as p the function E( 1 -x) + z(x) for a 
small E > 0. Then it follows from (4.15) that z,(O+ ) < ~~(“(0)) = yO( go(t)). 
Similarly, if z(O) = h,(t), then z,(O+ ) 2 ~p~(z(O)) = y,,(t)). Also, in the case 
where go(t) < z(0) < h,(t), choose as p the function ks( 1 - x) + z(s) for a 
small E >O. Then from (4.15) we derive z,(O+ ) = y,(z(O)). Thus (4.12) 
holds, and (4.13) can be similarly shown. 
Conversely, assume (4.11)-( 4.13 ) hold. Then for any .V E K(t) 
( .z*, I’ - Z)H = -(z,, ,I’ - Z)H - (f(., t), y - Z)H 
= (z,o L-ZJff- (ft.9 t), J’-Z)FI 
+z,(O+)(4’(0)-z(O))-zz,(l-)(y(l)-z(1)) 
< (zx, .!x - z,)r UC.> f)> I’ - z), 
+l’0(“(0))(4’(0~-~(0~~+111(~(1)~~1’(1)--z(1~~ 
d d’(u) - DYE), 
so that z* E &V(z). Q.E.D. 
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In view of Lemma 5 it is easily understood that problem (CP; uO) is a 
variational formulation of problem (4.7)-(4.10). 
LEMMA 6. Let s, t E [0, co) and z E K(s), and let Bi, i = 0, 1, be nunzbers 
in [0, 1 ] satisfying 
Then the function 
z(i)=Oig,(sj + (1 -ei) hi(S). 
.Q) =zb) + Cl- ~){4,k,O) - go(s)) + (1 - &Jh,(tj - h,(s))} 
+ -%Mt) - g,(s)) + (1 - e,)(h,(t) -h(d)} 
belongs to K(t) and satisfies 
and 
I~-~IH< Igo( g,(s)1 + lb,(t)-h,(s)/ 
+ I g,(t) - g,(s)1 + b,(t) -h(s)1 (4.16) 
IcW - d”(z)l B C(l go(t) - go(s Iho(t) - ho(s)I + I gl(t) - g,(s)1 
+ IhAt) -hh)l + IfoW +&)I >U + IdWl h Pw 
where C is a positive constant independent of s, t and z. Hence ( 4’ > satisfies 
condition (A). 
ProoJ Clearly Z”E K(t) and (4.16) holds. For simplicity we denote by 
G(t, s) the right-hand side of (4.16). By an elementary computation we get 
11:x1’,- lzxl2Hl G C’Wc s)(l + lz,lH) (4.18) 
with a constant c’> 0 independent of s, t and z. Also, putting 
Li=~Up{l~~(r)l; g,(t)6rdhi(t),06t<~}), i=o, 1, 
we observe that 
= Iri(@igi(t) + (1 -ei) hi(t))-fi(eig,(s) + (1 -ei) hi(s))1 
<Li{ I g,(t)- g,(s)1 + Ihi(t)-hds)l}, i=o, 1. (4.19) 
Besides we have 
I UC., t), aff - (A.3 s), Z)HI 
6 vt.9 t)lfz IT--IIf+ wt.2 t)-f(.vS)IIf IZIH 
d C”{Gk s) + IfcAt) -fob)l Izl d (4.20) 
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with a constant C” independent of S, t and z. From (4.18)-(4.20) it follows 




+ I g;b)l + bW)l + KM ) k 
then condition (A) is satisfied. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. (qY> satisfies condition (B)‘. 
Proof: It is easy to verify (bl). Now, let z be any point of K,, and let 
‘ti) = ej gi,,c + (l - ej) hi.cm 2 o<e,< 1, i=o, 1. 
Weput~~~(.~,~~=~(~)+(1--X){~O(go(t~-go,,)+~1-~o)(ho(t)-ho,,)~+ 
x{@,(gr(t)-g,,,)+(l -Oj)(hl(t)-h,,,)}. Clearly w(., t)EK(t) and 
W(X, t)=w(x,s) + (1-s){~,(gO(t) - g,(s)) + (1-0,)(/2,(t) - h,(s))) 
+ x(O,(gl(t) - gl(s)) + (1 - B,)(h,(t) - h,(s))) for any s, tE [0, cc’). 
Therefore, just as in the proof of Lemma 3, by making use of Lemma 6 we 
can show that the functions W: [IO, “c) -+ H, 
a(t)= Ig0(r)-g0,,l + I~~0(t)--h,,,l+ Ig~(t)- g1.X + Ilz~(t)---~,,,i 
and 
B(t) = C(a(t) + Ifo(t)l I(1 + I#=c(3)/ 1 
have the required properties in (b2)‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. 
9%) + cf I g,(f) - go,ml + Iho(t)-ho,,1 + lg,(t)- g,,.ml 
+ IhI(t)-hI,,ml + Ih( >(I + Id’(z)l)>min 4” 
for all t>O and zE H. 
Proof: The inequality of the lemma can be derived by making use of 
Lemma 6, just as that of Lemma 4. Q.E.D. 
By virtue of Lemmas 68 we can apply our abstract results to obtain the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let u. be in K(O)(=D(d’)) and u be the solution to 
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(CP; ~4~). Then 24(., t) converges strongly in X as t + rx, and the limit u, is a 
solution of the system 
5. A GENERALIZATION 
In this section we give a generalization of Theorem 1 to the case of 
Cauchy problem 
(CR 4 uo) -u’(t)Ef3qY(BU(t)), o<t<q u(O)=u,, 
where B is a single-valued operator from D(B) = H into itself such that 
(Bz- Bz,, z-z,),>44 [Bz- BzIIL, 
IBz- Bz,l,>M’ Iz-zlIH for z,z,~H, 
for positive constants M, M’, and B is supposed to be the subdifferential of 
a finite continuous convex function on H. By a result of [lo] (or [ 11, 
Chap. 2, Sect. 2.8]), under conditions (A) and (C) in Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 1, (CP; B, uo) admits at least one solution u for each USE H with 
Bu, in D(q5’); by a solution of (CP; B, uo) we mean a function 
24: [0, co) + H such that u E I@‘(O, T; H) for every 0 < T< 00, u(0) = uo, 
the function t + d’(Bu(t)) is locally bounded on [0, co) and 
-u’(t)~&$‘(Bu(t)) for a.e. tE [0, co). 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose (A), (B) and (C) hold, and let u. E H with 
B~,ED(~‘). Let u be a solution to (CP; B, uo) which is bounded on [0, co). 
Then we have: 
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(i) lim,,,~‘(Bzr(t))=minf$“. 
(ii) The set of all strong cluster points of l&(t) as t -+ CC is not ernptj, 
and contained in F(b” ). 
In this case, instead of (2.1), we have the following type of energy 
inequality (cf. [lo] or [ll, Chap. 2, Sect. 2.81) for a solution u to 
(CP; B, u,): if IBu(t))l H < Y for 0 < t < T (< cc), then 
for every 0 <s d t 6 T, where 
k”&) =& laXz)l’+ lU~)l, Er,,(sj=k”,,(~)(l +4c,(r+ 1,) 
with the same constant c,, of condition (D). By using (5.1) we can prove 
Proposition 4 just as Theorem 1 and its Corollary 2. 
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